
All plaques are made using materials of the highest quality alloys. Whether lead- and mercury-free 
bronze, high-grade aluminum or lead-free brass.  We cast metal plaques up to 15’ single dimension to 
make a lasting impression.  All metal plaques come with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE.

Alloy 5052 Alloy 22000/Navy G Alloy C46400

Shown are 4 standard painted colors.  45 additional colors are available along with custom color 
matching capabilities. 

Black Dark Oxide Brown Duranodic Bronze

Specialty finishes that provide a classic look.  Patina and Oxidized finishes are available in Bronze alloys only, Flash 
Bronze is an aluminum alloy treated to look like bronze.

Green Patina Turquoise Patina Verde Patina

Dark Oxidized Light Oxidized

Aluminum will not have a mirror polish, but a bright reflective finish.

Portrait Options

 Below are some of the most common typestyles seen on plaques today.  You can choose from 
these or any standard typestyle.

Times New Roman
Arial

Lucida Calligraphy

Helvetica
Bookman Old Style
Optima

Produce any official insignia in either bronze or aluminum.  Available sizes include 10", 12", 14", 16", 18", 24", 
30", 36", 40", 48" and 60" diameters.  In addition, cast aluminum seals are available in extended sizes up to 
8 feet in diameter.

Official armed forces insignia are produced in solid bronze or aluminum with blind mount screw holes 
(Studs included). 

Choose from Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Coast Guard, Canadian Forces and Merchant Marines.

Many others also available.

Ivy Adam Greek KeyJewelJewel

 Bas Relief
Solid cast dimensional metal portrait attached to any cast 
plaque.  Standard overall height of 6" to 12" with a finished 
depth of 3/4" to 1".

 Acid Etched or Laser Engraved
Available in stainless steel, bronze, brass, copper and granite.

 Oval, Round & Rectangular Ceramic Inserts
A photograph is scanned at high resolution and a digital 
transfer is produced and applied to the blank.  A clear glaze 
is applied over this transfer and the insert is fired in a kiln, 
creating a permanent ceramic image guaranteed not to fade.

Flat Relief
An alternative to the expense and time-consuming process of 
a bas-relief plaque, Flat Relief plaques are able to reproduce a 
two-dimensional casting that is attached to an architectural or 
cast plaque.  

PhotoRelief™
A seamless blend of casting and photography, PhotoRelief™ is 
perfectly suited for unique signage, historical markers, or any 
plaque that tells a story with words and pictures.

StippleLeatherette SandSand

Semi-Gloss is Standard on Brushed Finishes.  

Flash Bronze
Interior Applications Only

No Border Single Line

Single Line Bevel Single Line Wide Bevel Double Line

Inset Single Line

.125".25"

.187".187" .25".5" .15".25"

.15"

.375" or .25"

Letter Depth ≈ .0625"

Metal Plaques Typestyles

Metal Plaques Custom Borders

Metal Plaques Military Seals

 Below are the most common portrait options available.  The quality of the image you provide 
affects the final product.

Metal PlaquesBackground ColorsMetal Plaques

Metal Plaques Specialty Finishes

Metal Plaques Polished Finishes

Metal Plaques Clear Coats

Metal Plaques Background Textures

MaterialsMetal Plaques

Metal Plaques Borders

Gloss is Standard on Polished Finishes.
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